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TG Soft Recognized for Testing Excellence 
 

ICSA Labs Excellence in Information Security Testing (EIST) Awards recognize security vendors 
for outstanding achievement in the area of information security certification testing with ICSA 
Labs.  The award given is based on a company achieving at least five, ten, fifteen, twenty, or 
twenty-five years of continuous testing with ICSA Labs.   
 

5-Year Excellence in Testing Security Award Winner for 2021 

 

For more than three decades of certification testing, ICSA Labs has accumulated a great deal of 
experience and knowledge about common weaknesses in security products. We’ve learned what 
improves reliability and what tends to detract from it. We’ve seen first-hand how often problems 
occur, what types of shortcomings arise most often, and why. We’ve also seen how vendors 
respond to these issues and how their actions can affect consumers for better or worse. 
 
Vendors like TG Soft that continuously test their products and maintain security certifications year-
after-year gain the most benefit from our world class, independent testing and certification 
programs. Certified products reduce risk, thereby increasing security, trust, usability and 
assurance.   
 
It takes dedication, discipline and resources for security product makers to not only navigate 
through ICSA Labs’ rigorous security testing to attain certification, but to continue those efforts to 
maintain certification. Security vendors that receive the EIST Award have demonstrated their 
dedication to ICSA Labs’ rigorous third-party security testing while manufacturing an effective 
security product. 
 

 

Ask for ICSA Labs Certified Products 
 

Security vendors participating in ICSA Labs security-based certification testing programs benefit 
from the breadth and depth of our over thirty years of testing experience in the information security 
industry.  A certification by an internationally-recognized, independent, third-party organization 
like ICSA Labs immediately signifies that the tested product was consistently held to a high 
standard for quality and security effectiveness. Ultimately, the longer a security product 
participates in ICSA Labs’ continuously-evolving certification testing programs, the better the 
product and the higher the assurance. 


